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Servicios Técnicos de  INGENIERÍA y ARQUITECTURA PERICIAL FORENSE, desde 1996
Video of the conference at  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=btIvCOnqGHE
FINAL DRAFT for International Conference of Jurists on Terrorism, Rule of Law & Human Rights

International Conference of Jurists on Terrorism, Rule of Law & Human Rights to be inaugurated by 
Hon'ble Prime Minister of India and presided over Hon'ble Chief Justice of India, 13th-14th December

This is a Spanish criminologist and engineer working on forensic technologies for expert witnessing criminal evidences 
for Courts of Law, since 1988. In the last 20 years, judges, public prosecutors, lawyers and engineers have seen many 
trials with serious technology problems, from small contract litigation, to international terrorism, pointing out some of 
the key technologies for expert witnessing in criminal procedures. Now, we are considering Indian Evidence Act,1872, 
when oral admission as to contents of electronic records are relevant and facts bearing upon opinions of experts.

Audiovisual technologies can be extremely important in criminalistics (here connected with fingerprint identification)

In Spain, as most of the trials are recorded in digital video, there is a good chance to appeal using audio and transcripted 
text as well as images in the appeal documents with multimedia arguments. Commercial litigation (left below) as well 
as most important criminal trials on terrorism (11th March 2004 attacks trial in Madrid right below) can be seen now.

We can edit whichever video of recorded trials for appeal courts, and sometimes, local TV station broadcast with very dangerous comments 
concerning journalists, public opinion, diplomacy, politics, police and Justice in very negative ways. Draft 03.12.2008. Comments welcome. 
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In order to be useful in Delhi from 7th to 19th december 2008...

We are very interested to archieve  personal  contacts with JOURNALISTS in PAKISTAN and INDIA because  of 
Mumbai terrorist attacks. We believe that Pakistan and India will need police and judiciary information about what 
really happened in Mumbai. Honestly speaking, we suffered Madrid Atocha train station 11 March 2004 attacks and 
also the police and judiciary investigation as well as the news and journalist conflicts because the ex-Prime Minister 
Aznar wanted to accuse ETA (Basque terrorist  organisation in the North of Spain) instead Al Qaeda beyond first 
evidences, as can be read for instance at http://www.cnn.com/2004/WORLD/europe/03/11/spain.blasts/index.html 

Moreover, in the Spanish trial related with New York 11-S attacks even the journalist of Al Jazzeera was sentenced to 
prison for 7 years as you can read, for instance, at http://www.achr.nu/art63.htm 
The Scientific Police Chief was indicted because an expert witnessing report as you can see, even with a video of the 
criminal trial against 4 policemen, at http://www.typicallyspanish.com/news/publish/article_16905.shtml 

Historical  mistakes  never  happen  just  one  time.  I  mean  that  Pakistan  and  India  journalist  will  need  historical 
perspective in order to understand what is happening in India and what can happen in the weeks to come, and this 
criminologist  is  very  interested  in  learning  from  Pakistan  authorities  and  press  concerning  evidences,  police 
investigations  and judges  preliminary approaches  to  the  facts  in  Mumbai,  so I  shall  appreciate  every contact  and 
references that could let me to be ready to understand something about Pakistan and Mumbai attacks and connections, 
if any, as well as wrong or false accusations close to victims that are very difficult to check, or to demonstrate, what is 
true and what is not true. We call it diabolical (pseudo)evidences, probario diabolica in Latin or “prueba diabólica”.

Sadam Hussein was clearly in  probario diabolica in 2003 because there was no way to evidence that he had NO NBQ 
weapons.  Spain  was  in   probario diabolica when there  was no way to  demonstrate  that  no Spanish official  was 
involved in Maine attack in Havana harbor Cuba, 1898. Please see http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spanish-American_War 

We very aware of serious expert  witnessing needs in 4½ years  of police and judiciary history of 11-M attacks in 
Madrid. And we can give well documented details in Pakistan and India about Spanish policemen, public prosecutors, 
judges and journalists mistakes that I hope will be avoided in the weeks and months to come in Pakistan and India. 

We  want  to  work  advising  to  avoid  them because  terrorists's  success  is  the  wrong  or  false  accusation  between 
neighbours. That way, very few mad fundamentalists can start a very dangerous conflict, as happened in Madrid and 
Basque country in 2004. Even less terrorists can start a nuclear war, if let them to do so. They learned. Do we learn?

Right now we are preparing a trip to India (arranged since June 2008) and I shall be in Delhi next Sunday 7th December 
in order to participate in the India-Spain Forum that you can see at
http://www.icex.es/indiaspainforum2008 
My company brochure is also published at
http://www.icex.es/indiaspainforum2008/telecommunications.htm 
with some details about our priorities on forensic engineering at
http://www.cita.es/India.pdf 
and for European approaches at www.cita.es/audiotext 

With those references it is easy to foresee that I shall meet authorities and journalists in Delhi from 7th to 19th so please 
help me to be useful for new intelligent contacts in Pakistan and India, as soon as possible.  Of course, you can forward 
this message to anyone you consider appropriate, and every list of journalists that could be interested in our approach 
can be more than useful here and now.

Miguel A. Gallardo, criminologist and engineer working now for www.cita.es/India.pdf 
www.miguelgallardo.es/capital/riesgo
www.cita.es/audiotext 
Tel.: +34 619776475
E-mail: miguel619776475@gmail.com 
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Some news of Special Interest in India:
http://news.in.msn.com/national/article.aspx?cp-documentid=1713924
According to police sources, Muzzamil had called the terrorists holed up at the Taj Mahal Palace & Tower, Oberoi 
Trident and Nariman House using a voice over Internet protocol (VOIP) telephone. The US Federal Bureau of 
Investigation (FBI) has helped investigators track the VOIP telephone to a computer in Lahore.
http://voanews.com/english/2008-12-02-voa33.cfm
"This was technologically a pretty sophisticated group," explained Praveen Swami, a Mumbai-based terrorism analyst. 
"They navigated their way using a state-of-the-art GPS system. Most of their rehearsals to familiarize themselves with 
Mumbai - because the 10-man team were not familiar with the city - was done on high-resolution satellite maps, so they 
would have a feel for the city's streets and buildings where they were going to."
But according to the executive director for the Institute for Conflict Management in New Delhi, Ajay Sahni, it was the 
delay in the response by Indian security forces that might have enabled their siege to last as long as it did.
He spoke to VOA by phone.
"The point really is how were they able to protract their operation right up to 60 hours. That is not defined by their 
capabilities; it is defined by our response. What we did was cordon off the two hotels and the Nariman House. That 
allowed them free movement within these areas so they went around carrying out various massacres, finding and killing 
individuals for almost 60 hours since the beginning of the operation," he said.
Sahni asked where is it written that terrorists cannot use the same technology that is available to just about anyone? 

G  un-men were on     drugs     during     Mumbai     attacks  
New York Daily News, NY - Dec 3, 2008
"We found injections containing traces of cocaine and LSD left behind by the terrorists and later 
found drugs in their blood," one official told London ... all 1,605 news articles     »   

Indian police to use truth     serum     on Mumbai     terrorist     Azam Amir Kasab  
Melbourne Herald Sun, Australia - 7 hours ago
Indian police are reportedly preparing to use truth serum on captured Mumbai gunman Azam Amir 
Kasab in a bid to identify his Pakistani terror links. ...
Mumbai police to use truth     serum     on 'baby-faced'     terrorist     Azam     ...   Times Online
Democrats Evolve Stance on     Terrorist     Interrogations   PoliGazette... all 299 news articles     »   

Miguel A. Gallardo, criminologist and engineer working now for www.cita.es/India.pdf 
www.miguelgallardo.es/capital/riesgo
www.cita.es/audiotext 
Tel.: +34 619776475
E-mail: miguel619776475@gmail.com 
Draft already published at   http://www.miguelgallardo.es/forensic.pdf 
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